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Loose Ends

Loose ends are messy. Remember the debacle of the hanging chads in the 2000 presidential election in Florida? Lest I fail to report what God did in answer to your prayers,
let me tie up some loose ends from my last letter.
I know Marleen Virtue benefited from many prayers following Ray’s passing. I am
thankful to report that she made the move closer to her daughter in Germany, was able
to find a buyer for her home in Hamburg, and will officially retire from BWM on August
30. I am also thankful to report that the church in Germany called BWM missionary Tim
Peterson to help them toward full autonomy under a national pastor.
Our son, Captain Daniel Brosnan, successfully completed the ENJJPT pilot training program and has
been assigned to fly the newest variant of the C-130
Hercules gunship aircraft, the AC-130J Ghostrider,
under Air Force Special Operations Command.
The Vinokuroffs did receive renewal of their permanent residence permits in Russia and are in the
process of securing property for their church.
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The Freels report that their coworker’s condition is stable, but not improving. They are
shouldering more responsibilities and remain uncertain about the future of the ministry
in Romania.
The Lord wonderfully blessed my
meetings in Indiana, Illinois, Toronto,
at our BWM spring Board meeting
and BWM Missionary Orientation at
Camp Joy in Whitewater, Wisconsin.
In addition to the faithful sacrifice
of churches and individuals who
BWM Missionary Orientation at Camp Joy
financially support our ministry, we
are awaiting confirmation of a resumption of support from a church that previously supported us in South Africa.
			

No End

It seems that I am perpetually planning, conducting or
recovering from an overseas trip. Perhaps that is why
I almost always mention a trip in my letters. But I also
recognize the key role these trips have in nurturing my
relationship with our missionaries and helping me better
understand them and their ministries. That is why I, once
again, ask for your prayers as I begin planning a fall trip to
Europe. I will be ministering to our missionaries in France,
where one of their key concerns is the erosion of religious
liberty under the guise of the war on terror.
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Prayer & Praise Items
Tamara has a follow-up visit with
the vein doctor in August, but she is
experiencing much less pain in her
leg and her mobility has increased
significantly.
Forty-nine individuals are planning to attend the BWM European
Missionary Retreat in Germany
from July 22-26. Unfortunately,
Tamara and I will not be among
them. As in the past, Cindy Bunker from the BWM home office
will be conducting the children’s
program.
Don’t miss profiles of BWM’s new
appointees and a report from Missionary Orientation in the summer
BWM Messenger. I’m especially
thankful to have appointees going
to the European fields of Germany
and Hungary!
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We are thankful that Tamara had
the opportunity to spend a week
with her aging mother in Arizona,
and I also recently spent a few
days with my father and stepmother in Indiana.

